General Education Meeting
September 29, 2017 Meeting

Present: Clifton Franklund, Jimmie Joseph, Jenice Winowiecki-Hansen, Julie Ward, Alison Konieczny, and Kristin Conley

Absent: John Scott Gray, Dawn Schavey, and Leonard Johnson

Minutes: The minutes were approved by Jimmie Joseph and seconded by Julie Ward with the following amendment- “Julie Ward was present” and we will fix the wording for Experiential Experience Portfolio Development. It said the issue would be “tabled,” but we will change this to “talk about at a later date” because “tabled” means something different. These errors will be fixed and resubmitted.

Old Business: None

New Business:

ELWL

- The ELWL Proposal- Discussion centered on whether the ELWL department should have an exception to the General Education’s assessment and data entry process. Cliff sent out the proposal days before the meeting so that members could read and discuss the issue before the meeting. Several items were discussed both in the thread of conversation and at the meeting. In the end, a motion was made “in favor of declining the ELWL proposal” (Clifton Franklund-1st/ Jenice Winowiecki- Hansen - 2nd). The motion was unanimously approved. Jenice will draft a letter and submit to the committee for review.

Reports:

- Cliff mentioned that the new reports he has created all have discussion boards to engage a campus conversation; these conversations will be filed with the report.
- Quantitative Literacy has one submission to review and Culture has three applications to review.

General Education Data Reporting Training:

- Clifton will create a blurb about the training and send it out to the university.
- There are four dates with varied times.
- Food will be provided at the training.

Adjourned 4:50 pm